With the evolution of technology, the ways to acquire data and the applications of data are more diverse. As data volume continuously grows, the data quality may not be high as usual. The data can be defected, imprecise or inaccurate due to the process of data acquiring. Recently, the skyline query is widely used in data analysis to derive the results that meets more than one specific condition simultaneously. For example, the forest monitoring system, which collects the temperature and humidity of the surrounding environment with sensors, to monitor the disasters. Using the skyline query, the zones of potential fire hazards can be found in time, where the temperature is high and the humidity is low. In the mentioned application, the derived data change with time. We refer to such data as data streams. The constant change and uncertainty of data make the query process difficult and need more computations. Thus, how to have an effective skyline query process in terms of time and space over uncertain data streams becomes crucial. In this paper, we discuss this problem and propose an effective approach, Efficient Probabilistic Skyline Update (EPSU), using a new data structure by augmenting the R-tree structure. The relevant algorithms are analyzed and discussed. Last, we perform the simulated experiments extensively with synthetic data to validate the EPSU approach. The results show that EPSU can effectively compute the probabilistic skyline query in terms of the time and space and outperforms the existing ones.
Introduction
With modern evolution of technologies on positioning systems, wireless communication, and networking, the ways to acquire data become easy and diverse and the data volume continuously increases. Some new computing environments, like wireless sensor networks, have also emerged in recent years. Data in such emerging computing environments usually are incomplete or uncertain. For example, the sensed data from the sensors may not be accurate due to the transmission loss or the error on the sensing devices. The derived data thus are estimates or statistics. We refer to such data as the uncertain data. The uncertainty is inherent in many applications and makes the management of data more complicated. In addition to the uncertainty, the data generated or produced in the new computing environments are dynamically and continuously. For instance, in a sensor network, the connected sensors gather the uncertain data continuously, and in the weather monitoring system, the meteorological data are collected ceaselessly. One of the important characteristics in the above systems is to give instant feedbacks from the uncertain data stream. Thus, how to effectively execute the query process on such data streams becomes challenging, particularly in this big data era. This paper considers how to efficiently execute the probability skyline query on the uncertain data stream in terms of time and space. The skyline query finds the data objects that meet the given conditions as possible and can be applied to multi-objective decision-making applications. For example, one may want to find the hotels which are closest to the current position and as cheap as possible. In general, such a hotel that fulfills all the requirements usually does not exist. The skyline thus provides a set of hotels that are good enough in some conditions for the user to make a decision. The probability skyline query is to derive the probability to be a skyline member for each uncertain data object. The computation overhead thus can be huge.
To process the uncertain data stream, one should consider the limit on the response time and the process should be time-efficient. Many works use the sliding window model to discuss the issues on data streams [1, 2] . We follow this trend and propose an Effective Probability Skyline Update (EPSU) approach for probabilistic skyline query process on the uncertain data stream. Our approach uses an augmented R-tree [3] structure, SW-tree, to effectively manage the data objects in the sliding window. The used space will be linearly proportional to the size of the sliding window. In comparison with the existing approaches [1] , the proposed EPSU will only update the data object, of which the probability to be a skyline member is affected when a data object enters or leaves the sliding window, in order to save the computation overhead.
In the balance of this paper, we first introduce the preliminaries and review the related work in Section 2. Then, the proposed Effective Probability Skyline Update approach (EPSU) is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate our proposed EPSU approach with simulated experiments. Last, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries and Related Work
The skyline query is one of the interesting and important query types and has attracted much research attention in recent years due to its wide applications. 
The skyline S of data set D is the data objects that are not dominated by the others in D. The survey [4] reviewed many existing algorithms for skyline queries in database. For uncertain data, one can not derive the exact skyline but can compute the probability of being a skyline member for each data object. However, the uncertainty complicates the query process and the amount of computations for processing the uncertain data is generally huge. In the survey of uncertain data [5] , three uncertain data models were presented: fuzzy model, evidence-oriented model, and probabilistic model. We consider the last model. Given a d-dimensional uncertain data set U, an uncertain data object X ∈ U is a probability distribution over the d-dimensional space. In our work, we consider the discrete case and an x ∈ X is an instance of X. If we map the instances of the uncertain data objects into the d-dimensional space, each uncertain data object X can be represented by a minimum bounding rectangle, MBR(X), which is the minimum rectangle containing all the instances of X in the space. Let X max and X min respectively denote the maximum and minimum corners of X, where Figure 1 shows three uncertain data objects A, B, and C, on a 2D plane with the associated MBRs and each data object has three instances.
Suppose that all the instances in an uncertain data object X are mutually exclusive and each instance has a probability, Pr(x), with x∈X Pr(x) = 1. Given another uncertain data object Y, the probability that Y dominates x is given as Pr(y) . Thus, the probability that Y does not dominate x is given as Pr[Y ⊀ x] = y∈Y,y⊀x Pr(y). For an instance x ∈ X, SkyPr(x) is the probability for x to make X be a member of the skyline set. In this case, any other object Y in U does not dominate x. So, SkyPr(x) = Y∈U,Y X Pr [Y ⊀ x] . With respective to an object X in U, SkyPr(X) is the probability for X to be a member of the resulting skyline set. It has to consider SkyPr(x) for all instances x ∈ X. Hence, SkyPr(X) = x∈X Pr(x) * SkyPr(x). The probabilistic skyline therefore can be defined as the subset of U and each object X in this subset has SkyPr(X) > 0, i.e., PSky = {X ∈ U| SkyPr(X) > 0}. Assume that the probability of each instance in the example of Figure 1 is given in Table 1 . We use object B to illustrate. In order to derive SkyPr(B), we need to calculate SkyPr(b 1 ), SkyPr(b 2 ), and SkyPr(b 3 ). We here show how to derive SkyPr(b 2 ) and the other two can be derived in the same way. Since b 2 is dominated by a 3 and c 2 , There have been some works [6, 7, 8, 9] related to the probabilistic skyline query processing on uncertain data. Some of the papers considered the uncertain data objects with continuous distribution on the instances; the others did the discrete case. The probabilistic skyline model was first introduced to solve the skyline query problem mainly on uncertain data objects with discrete uncertainty [8] . A probability threshold p is used to prune the objects of which the chance to be a skyline object is lower than the threshold and the final set of objects that meet the threshold is referred to as p-skyline. The authors further proposed two pruning approaches to derive the p-skyline with less computation time. Xin et al. [9] discussed the same problem and the relation between tuples is considered when deriving the pskyline. The U-skyline [7] is complement to p-skyline. In stead of deriving the probability to be a skyline member for each uncertain data object, the U-skyline computes the valid skyline with the maximum probability. Atallah et al. [6] provided effective partition-based approaches for computing the skyline probabilities of all uncertain objects without a threshold and analyzed the approaches asymptotically in terms of time and space.
In this paper, we consider the uncertain data stream where the uncertain data objects are generated with time and will be invalid after a period of time. Issues about data streams have been studied for years. Most of the related researches use the sliding window model for study and focus on the recent data in the stream. We also follow this trend. In a data stream, each object has a time stamp to denote the time for entering the system. Suppose the sliding window, SW, is of size |W|. Then the data newly generated will be invalid after |W| time instances. We use SW[t − |W| + 1, t] to denote the set of the uncertain data objects in the current sliding window at time t. The considered sliding window follows the first-in-first-out rule for keeping the data objects. Our objective is to have a time-efficient approach for deriving the skyline probabilities of all the uncertain data objects in the current sliding window. Su et al. [2] proposed the TDG approach for solving the similar problem where the data objects are already known and only the instances are changing with time. This differentiates their work from the paper of Ding et al. [1] and ours, where the data objects are generated with time. Ding et al. [1] used the candidate list and the properties about dominance in the space to propose an approach to have the skyline probabilities for the data objects. However, there was a minor flaw in the approach and the results may be approximate ones. Based on the results in the previous time instance, our proposed Effective Probabilistic Skyline Update (EPSU) approach can have the correct result with a less amount of computations by the effective update process and better data managing structure, SW-tree. We now define our problem as follows: Given an uncertain data stream, UDS = {O 1 , O 2 , . . .}, the sliding window SW of size |W|, and a probability threshold p ∈ (0, 1]. We would like to derive the uncertain data objects of which the skyline probability are greater than or equal to p at current time t.
The Proposed Probabilistic Skyline Query Process
Recall that each uncertain data object X has a number of instances. Using the dominate tests directly among all the instances needs a large amount of computations. In order to reduce the number of dominate tests, we make use of the dominate tests between the objects. With the MBRs, the computation overhead caused by the domination tests can be alleviated. To facilitate the domination tests, we consider the following four regions [1] with respect to an uncertain data object X:
• Definitely Dominating Region of X, DDR(X), is the region in which the uncertain data objects are definitely dominated by X; • Probably Dominating Region of X, PDR(X), is the region in which the uncertain data objects may be dominated by X and the dominance needs to be verified by the domination tests among instances; • Definitely DominateD region of X, DDD(X), is the region where the uncertain objects definitely dominate X; and • Probably DominateD region of X, PDD(X), is the region where the uncertain data objects may dominate X and the dominance needs to be verified by the domination tests among instances. Figure 2 demonstrates the four regions for an uncertain data object X on the 2D plane. In EPSU, an augmented R-tree, SW-tree is used to index the data objects in the sliding window. The SW-tree is basically an R-tree and, at each node, an additional flag is used to indicate if the node can be excluded from consideration for the skylines of the following time instances. The SW-tree helps managing the MBRs efficiently. When a data object enters or leaves the sliding window, the probabilistic skyline over the data objects in the sliding window should be updated. There are three procedures in the proposed EPSU: Insertion, Deletion, and ComputeSkyline. When a data object O enters the sliding window, procedure Insertion handles the update at line 3. Otherwise, O leaves and procedure Deletion is called for an update in line 4. In the end, procedure Compute-Skyline is called for computing the current skyline at line 5.
EPSU(UDS, SW, p)
When an uncertain data object O enters the sliding window, the probabilistic skyline will be updated and only those skyline members overlapped with PDR(O) or PDD(O) should be considered. Algorithm Insertion first considers the object Q in the skyline of which the MBR overlaps PDR(O) as line 1. If MBR(Q) is within DDR(O), object Q will not be the skyline object afterward. We thus mark it in line 3 to indicate that it should not be considered any more. For the other skyline objects (i.e., the objects not within DDR(O)), we re-evaluate them with the probability threshold p as line 5 to line 7. If the probability of object Q to overlap with DDR(O) is larger than 1 − p, then object Q will neither be the skyline object afterward. We again mark it as an object that will not be considered for skyline object afterward. Otherwise, we update SkyPr(Q), the probability of Q to be a member of the resulting skyline set. Algorithm Insertion then uses the skyline objects overlapped with PDD(O) to determine the value of SkyPr(O) in line 8. After deriving SkyPr(O), object O is inserted into the SW-tree. In Figure 3(a) , when object O 4 enters the sliding window at time t 4 , according to PDR(O 4 ), object O 3 is dominated by O 4 . So, O 3 is marked since it has no chance to be a skyline member. SkyPr(O 2 ) and SkyPr(O 4 ) then need to be recomputed. Object O 4 is then inserted into the SW-tree as shown in Figure 3(b) . In the example, we assume that each instance of an object has the same probability and the threshold is Suppose that data object O is about to leave the sliding window due to the expiration. The leave will only affect those data objects whose MBRs overlap PDR(O). Procedure Deletion hence considers the objects that overlap PDR(O) in line 1 and only the unmarked objects are considered. For such a data object Q, the value of SkyPr(Q) is updated according to the removal of O. After the update, O is removed from the SW-tree. Figure 3(c) Having all the objects in SW-tree updated, procedure Compute-Skyline will filter all the unmarked data objects in SW-tree to derive the updated probabilistic skyline set as line 1. The uncertain data object of which the value of SkyPr is larger than or equal to p is retained in the resulting probabilistic skyline set, DB sky (line 2 and line3).
Simulation Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed Efficient Probabilistic Skyline Update (EPSU) approach. The compared approaches includes Candidate List (CL), Candidate List with Group (CLG), and Brute-Force (BF). CLG is an improvement of CL using MBRs to exclude the unnecessary objects when filtering the probabilistic skyline objects. According to the experiment results, the performance of BF is far beyond all the other approaches and we thus discard the results in the plots. We measure the execution time of the update process for comparison. In order to explore further for efficiency, we also evaluate the total number of objects that are updated during the process.
The experiment parameters are presented in table 2 and the numbers in bold are the default values. The data objects are generated within the range of [0, 10000] d where d is the considered dimension and the default value of d is two. We first generate the centers of objects according to the following relations among objects: independence, correlation, and anti-correlation. Then, at most ten associated instances for each object are uniformly produced within the given attribute range r. We will discuss the impacts on the performance for different attribute ranges, sliding window sizes, and thresholds. 
Sliding Window Sizes
We first discuss the performance of the compared approaches with different sliding window sizes. There are 1000 uncertain data objects and each has at most ten instances. We set the sliding window size from 50 to 250 with a gap 50. All the results have the similar trends and we use the results with the default parameters to demonstrate. In addition, since the original Candidate List approaches yield approximate results, we revise it in the experiments. We use CL o and CLG o to denote the original CL related approaches. In the later discussion, we will use the revised version directly.
As shown in Figure 4 , as the sliding window size increases, the computation time grows because more data objects need to be updated. Except CL o and CLG o , the proposed EPSU approach performs best among the compared approaches for all kinds of the data sets. Interestingly, EPSU has the best CPU time when the data objects are anti-correlated. In contrast, the CL related approaches perform better when the data objects are correlated but even worse when the data objects are anti-correlated. Recall that, for EPSU, the objects needed to be updated are the ones whose MBRs overlap with the PDR or PDD regions of the inserted or deleted object. When the data objects are anticorrelated, the number of objects overlapped with those regions maybe few. EPSU can effectively and precisely derive those objects that need to be updated. However, when the data objects are correlated, as one can expect, the number of objects overlapped with those regions can be large. Thus, more computation time is necessary for the update. 
Attribute Range
The attribute range defines the area for the distributed instances of an object. In this experiment set, the attribute ranges are Figure 5 shows the results with other default parameters. As the range of an object becomes wider, the corresponding MBR gets larger. The chance for an object to dominate the others or be dominated by the others is thus higher. This indicates that more objects in the sliding window need to be updated as the range increases. As a result, no matter which approach or relation among the data objects, the computation time increases as the range becomes wider as shown in Figure 5 . Surprisingly, the proposed EPSU performs best and the computation time grows slowly as the range gets wider. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using SW-tree, which is basically an R-tree and can quickly derive the objects needed to be updated. Besides, with the additional flag in each node for presenting the validity of node to be updated or not, EPSU can efficiently prune more invalid nodes. 
Threshold
In this experiment set, we discuss the impact of threshold on the performance. The threshold is set from 0.1 to 0.9. Figure 6 presents the experiment results. As one can expect, more objects have a higher probability to be pruned for computation when the threshold increases. The experiment results follows this trend and the computation time decreases with an increasing threshold. The curves of both CL related approaches go downward but the one of EPSU is almost flat. This indicates that using SW-tree can retain the necessary computation and get rids of the unnecessary parts efficiently with the R-tree index. 
Conclusions
This paper considers how to efficiently execute the probabilistic skyline query on the uncertain data stream and proposes an effective approach, EPSU. Our approach uses an augmented R-tree structure, SW-tree, to effectively manage the uncertain data objects in the sliding window. The used space is linearly proportional to the size of the sliding window. Using the structure, the irrelevant data objects can be avoided when updating the skyline results. In comparison with the existing approaches, the proposed EPSU can only update the data objects of which the probability to be a skyline member is affected when a data object enters or leaves the sliding window, thus saving the computational overhead. After introducing the methods with examples, we perform the simulated experiments extensively with synthetic data to validate the EPSU approach. The results show that EPSU can effectively compute the probabilistic skyline query in terms of the time and space and outperforms the existing ones. In the near future, we plan to explore further with real data and consider the distributed computing environments.
